Abstract We propose an inverse kinematic control framework for a position controlled humanoid robot with bounded joint range, velocity, and acceleration limits. The proposed framework comprises two components, an inverse kinematics algorithm and a damping controller. The proposed IKTC (Inverse Kinematics with Task Corrections) algorithm is based on the second order taskpriority method in order to ensure the velocity-continuity of the solution. When the minimum norm solution exceeds the joint bounds, the problem is treated as a quadratic optimization problem with box constraints; an optimal task correction that lets the solution satisfy the constraints is found. In order to express the three kinds of joint constraints as a second order box constraint, a novel method is also proposed. The joint stiffness of a position controlled humanoid robot necessitates a damping controller to attenuate jolts caused by repeated contacts. We design a damping controller by using an inverted pendulum model with a compliant joint that takes into account the compliance around the foot. By using ZMP [20] measurement, the proposed damping controller is applicable not only in SSP (Single Support Phase) but also in DSP (Double Support Phase). The validity of the proposed methods is shown by imitating a captured whole-body human motion with a position controlled humanoid robot.
Introduction
The ultimate purpose of humanoid robots is to provide convenience for humans in human living environments. In order for humanoids to assist or substitute for humans, reliable mobility in various environments and dexterous manipulability are required. Therefore, humanoids are designed to have structural similarities to humans, i.e., two arms and two legs. With this structural characteristic a humanoid robot is able to perform multiple tasks simultaneously. However, this design introduces many degrees of freedom (DOF) and makes dynamic problems very complicated. A position-controlled humanoid, in this sense, allows simpler kinematic approaches.
The task-priority method [13, 18] , which uses task Jacobian and its null space projection operators, is very suitable to handle the kinematic problems of a humanoid robot in multiple tasks. But simple inversion of the Jacobian does not take into account unilateral constraints such as the joint range, velocity, and acceleration limits. For this reason, several methods have introduced tasks to cope with unilateral constraints. The potential field is a task that pushes joints away from their limit positions [9] . An objective function that has a minimum value at the centre of the joint range is used in the gradient projection method [11] . However, the priorities of these tasks are always lower than those of the primary tasks, and thus satisfaction of the constraint is not guaranteed. In addition, it is difficult to select appropriate parameters that determine the strength of the repulsion or attraction. A method using the weighted least-norm solution was proposed in [3] to overcome the shortcomings of the gradient projection method; however, joint velocity and acceleration limits were not taken into account.
Clamping the joint velocity and acceleration to the limit values is the simplest way to satisfy the constraints but may result in unpredictable task errors. By using the infinity-norm, the lowest possible joint velocity solution was obtained in [5] . However, it is not guaranteed that the lowest velocity solution will satisfy the velocity limit. In [2, 1] , the task-space trajectory was slowed down when the joint velocity or acceleration limits were encountered.
A typical joint position controller uses a high-gain PD control and thus discontinuous position commands should be avoided to protect joints from being damaged. For this reason, not only joint range but also joint velocity and acceleration limits should be considered simultaneously. A unified framework in which the three kinds of joint constraints are explicitly taken into account was proposed in [6] . The method has the same starting point as ours in shaping the joint velocity bounds. However, our inverse kinematics algorithm is defined at the acceleration level and is different from their method since they dealt with a redundant manipulator, whereas we are interested in a humanoid robot, which may not be redundant due to multiple tasks. From the aspect of multiple tasks, a general framework was proposed in [8] for a system with prioritized equality and/or inequality tasks. However, the constraints considered in this paper always have the highest priority and this allows a more efficient algorithm to be developed.
The high-gain position controllers of a humanoid robot introduce stiffness of joints and make the system vulnerable to impact forces. Even a small impact on the foot may cause a jolt to the system since a humanoid robot is not fixed on the ground. A damping controller can be used to reduce the jolt but normally high control bandwidth is required. For this reason, compliant materials are used, as shown in Figure 9 , to absorb impacts on the contact surface; these materials function as a low-pass filter, lowering the required control bandwidth. Thus the damping controller should take into account the effect of these compliant materials. In this paper, we propose an inverse kinematic control framework for a position controlled humanoid robot that has constraints of joint range, velocity, and acceleration limits. The proposed framework is comprised of two components, an inverse kinematics algorithm and a damping controller, as shown in Figure 1 .
The proposed inverse kinematics algorithm, IKTC, is based on the second order task-priority method. When the minimum norm solution exceeds the joint bounds, an optimal task correction that would let the solution reside within the bounds is found by using quadratic programming. While the general method proposed in [8] has to solve a cascade of quadratic programs, IKTC solves a quadratic program once and thus can increase computational efficiency. In order to express the three kinds of constraints as a second order box constraint, a novel method is also proposed.
The proposed damping controller uses an inverted pendulum model with a compliant joint (IPCJ), as in [10] . While the damping controller proposed in [10] had the purpose of attenuation of the vibration in SSP (single support phase) only, our damping controller uses ZMP measurement and is applicable not only in SSP but also in DSP (double support phase).
The proposed methods are validated by imitating a captured human motion with a position controlled humanoid robot. Since there are kinematic and dynamic differences between humans and humanoids, the imitation of a captured human motion will be a good challenge to verify the proposed methods. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background of the proposed methods is given. Section 3 presents the inverse kinematics algorithm and Section 4 presents the damping controller. The experiments are presented in Section 5 and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Background

Task-Priority based Inverse Kinematics
As mentioned earlier, a humanoid robot has a lot of DOF and thus is capable of performing multiple tasks simultaneously. However, a solution does not exist that is able to achieve all the tasks when there is a conflict. The least-squares solution can be used to minimize the second-norm of task errors when there is no exact solution, though this may not satisfy any of the tasks exactly.
The task-priority strategy is devised to handle tasks according to their order of priority [7, 12, 13] . By executing a task of lower priority in the null space of a higher priority task, conflicts between tasks are dealt with. A general framework of the methodology is proposed in [18] and is briefly reviewed in the following. 
Therefore, the solution norm is bounded to a certain value and singularity-robustness is obtained. However, the DLS inverse is not so sophisticated that the solution satisfies the given joint constraints. Thus we use the DLS inverse only for regularization of the solution in the neighbour of the singularity.
Closed-Loop Inverse Kinematics (CLIK)
In the task-priority strategy, lower priority tasks are sacrificed to achieve higher priority tasks when there is a conflict between the tasks. The error due to the sacrifice cannot be compensated for by the open-loop solution (5) even when there is no conflict afterwards. Besides, numerical integration of the differential inverse kinematic solution (5) would introduce long-term drift of the reconstructed profile from the desired profile. In order to deal with this problem, we adopt a second-order closedloop inverse kinematics (CLIK) scheme [17] .
For the generic i-th task, the CLIK scheme can be implemented as
where the subscript d denotes the desired value; v k and p k are the control gains for velocity and position error, respectively. If we let i e denote the error between the desired value and the actual value of the i-th task, (11) can be rewritten as
 . Eq. (12) is the error dynamics of the ith task; the convergence of the error can be shaped by selecting appropriate v k and p k .
Consideration of Linear Inequality Constraints Using Quadratic Programming
In the presence of joint limits, an inverse kinematics problem can be treated as a quadratic optimization problem with linear inequality constraints such as (13) can be found by using a typical quadratic programming (QP) algorithm [15] .
The optimization algorithm proposed in [8] uses a sequence of QP in order to handle prioritized tasks. From the highest to the lowest priority task, QP is carried out during each task to solve an optimization problem given in the form of (13); the solution of the current priority task is imposed as a linear equality constraint on the next priority task. This algorithm is generous such that not only prioritized linear equality tasks but also prioritized linear inequality tasks can be taken into account. However, since here the constraints of the joint range, velocity, and acceleration limits always have the highest priority, a more efficient algorithm could possibly be developed.
Inverse Kinematics Algorithm
Joint Range, Velocity, and Acceleration Limits
Since we deal with inverse kinematics problems at the acceleration level, the joint range, velocity, and acceleration limits should be taken into account in the form of a second-order inequality constraint, as shown in (13) .
Proposition 3.1
If the joint acceleration q  satisfies the inequality (14) , the joint position, velocity, and acceleration are kept below their limits, respectively,
where min q , max q , max v , max a are given values for the minimum and maximum joint position limits and the maximum velocity and acceleration limits, respectively.
Proof) Since the first and second terms in the min/max function are trivial constraints for the joint acceleration and velocity limits, respectively, the proof is omitted.
By the third term in the min/max function, the joint velocity q  is constrained such that
and, as the result of this, the joint position is kept inside the position range min max q ,q     . As for the proof, we show that the joint position gets out of the range if (15) does not hold. Consider a cart of unit mass on a table, as shown in Figure 2 . Let us assume that the initial velocity of the cart is
and that it decelerates maximally so as not to fall from the 
where dec W is the work done by an external force during deceleration. Since k was assumed to be k 1  , the kinetic energy @ q max KE is greater than zero and therefore the cart falls from the table. In order for the cart not to fall from the table, k must be 1 k  and the right inequality in (15) has been proved. The left inequality in (15) can be proved in the same way.
Inverse Kinematics with Task Correction (IKTC) Algorithm
In our inverse kinematics algorithm, some or all tasks are corrected such that the joint acceleration solution satisfies the inequality constraints (14) and the corrections are determined by solving a quadratic optimization problem.
Before proceeding, it should be mentioned that an overconstrained system is not considered in this paper. We are interested in a system that has DOF more than or equal to the task dimension. Thus,
where n is the system DOF, i m is the dimension of the ith task, and T n is the number of tasks.
If we let the correction of the i-th task be 
For given T n tasks, (19) can be rewritten as into the inequality constraints (14) gives 
Solving (23) begins with T a n h  and T a n g in order to avoid higher priority task errors. However, a solution may not exist because T a n g has rank of T n m and T n m n  . The existence of the solution is checked using the simplex method [15] 

given in (25) satisfies the inequality constraints by virtue of the correction tasks
Before the solution has been obtained, the costly QP is carried out once, which increases the efficiency of the proposed algorithm remarkably better than does the use of the general method proposed in [8] .
Simulation
A 3R planar manipulator, shown in Figure 3 , is considered here to present the simulation. All links have the same unit length and the inverse kinematics is solved for the three prioritized tasks. Each joint has position range, velocity, and acceleration limits and, due to these constraints, task corrections happen in the IKTC algorithm. The simulation was conducted using two methods, the general framework (GF) proposed in [8] and the IKTC algorithm. In order to consider the joint constraints in GF, we used the inequality constraints (14) in GF. From Figure 8 , it can be said that both the GF and IKTC algorithms generated almost the same results. In this simulation, however, GF carried out QP three times at every time step while IKTC carried out QP once at most. This leads to a situation in which the computation cost of IKTC is less than that of the GF algorithm. 
Damping Controller
Inverted Pendulum Model with a Compliant Joint (IPCJ)
The compliance around the foot of a humanoid robot can be thought of as a combination of translational springs and rotational springs, as illustrated in Figure 10 . Since the translational movement is negligible and a position controlled humanoid robot can be regarded as a rigid body in a moment, we use the IPCJs as illustrated in Figure 11 for the damping controller. We use an IPCJ even in DSP because the coupling moment due to translational springs is not ignorable in DSP, as shown in Figure 10 . In each of the supporting phases, we define a local coordinate frame xyz    , as shown in Figure 11 , and apply damping controllers in the xz   plane and yz   plane, respectively. Figure 11 depicts only the two IPCJs used in the yz   plane, but two more IPCJs are used in the xz   planes in the same way.
The linearized equation of motion (EOM) of an IPCJ is
where m and l are the mass and length of the pendulum,  denotes the actual inclined angle due to the compliance, and u is the reference angle derived from the reference position of the centre of mass (COM) of the humanoid robot. K is the stiffness and b is the damping coefficient of the compliance;  is the exerted torque on the pendulum and g is gravity.
In designing a damping controller, we use ZMP rather than the torque  because ZMP can be measured not only in SSP but also in DSP.
If we choose ZMP as the output of IPCJ, then the statespace representation of IPCJ is
The measured ZMP is given by
where 
Model Identification
The parameters of IPCJ can be identified through frequency response methods. We measured sinusoidal responses for various input frequencies with our humanoid robot Hubo [16] in four cases: xz   -DSP, yz   -DSP, xz   -SSP, and yz   -SSP; one set of results is presented in Figure 12 . In Figure 12 , the measured response shows increasing phase shift and nonzero slope of the magnitude plot in the high frequency domain. This means time delay and unmodelled dynamics exist in addition to IPCJ. Since the slope of the magnitude plot in the high frequency domain is about -20dB/dec, the unmodelled dynamics can be approximated by a first-order model. With the Pade approximation [14] of the time delay and the additional use of the first-order model, the transfer function of IPCJ is given by where s  is the time constant of the first-order model and T is the time delay. With the transfer function in (31), the real system can be approximated quite well, as shown in Figure 12 . Figure 13 shows the root locus of the IPCJ system identified in Figure 12 . As shown in the figure, the system is a lightly damped non-minimum phase system.
Pole Placements
The damping characteristic of the system can be improved by moving the IPCJ poles to more damped poles. The poles of (31) are 2 n n s Since the poles of the IPCJ dynamics are dominant, we move only those poles. Then, the desired poles can be written as 2 des des des des des s
where des  and des w are the desired damping ratio and desired natural frequency, respectively. The state feedback gain 
Experiments
Experimental Setup
For the experiments, we use a life-size humanoid robot, Hubo [16] , developed at KAIST. Each of the robot's joints has a local servo controller that uses high-gain PD position control law and controls the joint motor at 1 kHz control frequency. The inverse kinematic control framework runs in an embedded computer and sends position commands to the lower body joints at 200 Hz and to the upper body joints at 100 Hz.
The kinematic and inertial parameters are obtained from a 3D CAD model of Hubo. While the joint position limit is derived explicitly from the mechanical design of the joint, we decided on the joint velocity and acceleration limits experimentally.
Effect of the Damping Controller
In order to identify the system parameters, we conducted frequency response tests for four cases: xz   -DSP, yz   -DSP, xz   -SSP, and yz   -SSP. Damping controllers were designed to move the open-loop poles to damped ones such that damping ratios became 0.72. As shown in Figure 15 , we exerted external forces on the humanoid robot and measured ZMP. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the results. From these figures, it can be verified that the damping controller damps out the oscillation caused by external force. 
Imitating Captured Motion by a Humanoid Robot
In this experiment, a captured human motion was imitated by the humanoid robot in order to verify the proposed inverse kinematic control framework. We used captured motion data given as joint trajectories for the arms and attitudes for the pelvis. Tracking of the captured motion data was treated as one task among others, e.g., positioning of COM for balancing. For the given joint constraints, a solution satisfying the constraints and tasks in order of priority was obtained using the proposed methods.
The captured motion data contain stepping but we used our own walking pattern for the lower body motion. Because of the kinematic and dynamic differences between humanoids and humans, the imitation of stepping motion requires more complicated mapping of the captured motion and thus is beyond the scope of this paper.
The tasks for imitating the captured motion are shown in Table 1 . In order to verify the IKTC algorithm, we narrowed the range limits of the left-knee joint (LKN) and the left-hiproll (LHR) joint compared to the ordinary ranges. This caused corrections of the lower priority tasks, pelvis height, and attitude tasks. As shown in Figures 18 and 19 , the LKN and LHR joints did not violate constraints. Figure 20 shows task corrections of the pelvis height and pelvis attitude tasks. Figure 21 shows a comparison of the captured motion and the motion imitated by the robot. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an inverse kinematic control framework for a position controlled humanoid robot with bounded joint range, velocity, and acceleration limits.
The proposed framework comprises IKTC and a damping controller.
In the IKTC algorithm, an inverse kinematics solution that considers task priority is found. The three different kinds of joint constraints are taken into account as second-order inequality constraints and are satisfied by optimal task corrections. The efficiency of the algorithm is attained by reducing the number of QPs to one.
The damping controller reduces the instability of the stiff position controlled humanoid robot. It uses IPCJ in order to take into account the compliance around the foot; this process is applicable not only in SSP but also in DSP by using ZMP measurement.
The validity of the proposed methods was shown through experiments.
